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ABSTRACT
The distribution function of the high energy electron tail generated during lower hybrid
current drive at a density of t, = 3 x 1013 cm-3 in the Alcator C tokamak has been
determined. By performing a convolution integral with the collision operator, the power
flow into the bulk plasma was calculated. With the assistance of code modeling, the energy
confinement time of the fast electrons, and its dependence upon energy, was determined.
During lower hybrid current drive in tokamak plasmas, an energetic current carrying
electron tail is created by the traveling radiofrequency (rf) waves '. This high energy dis-
tribution emits a continuum of bremsstrahlung radiation up to several hundred keV due to
collisions between the tail electrons and the bulk plasma ions. By measuring this emission,
it is possible to diagnose the momentum space distribution function of these energetic
electrons, f(p). In particular, the forward scattering of bremsstrahlung from relativistic
electrons can be used to investigate the anisotropy of the tail 2. To this end, an experi-
ment has been carried out on the Alcator C tokamak to measure the angular distribution
of the plasma hard x-ray emission. More specifically, we have measured the dependence of
the spectral x-ray intensity on the angle between the emission direction and the toroidal
magnetic field of the tokamak. The details of this experiment have been described else-
where '. This technique has also been successfully used on the PLT tokamak ', but at
lower densities. By performing the convolution integral of f(p) with the collision operator,
the power deposited into the bulk plasma was determined and was found to correspond to
nearly half the injected rf power.
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In this Letter, we present the results of a detailed analysis of the energy confinement
properties of the high energy electrons. Use is made of the x-ray measurements carried
out during lower hybrid current drive experiments on the Alcator C tokamak 5. With the
assistance of code calculations, the rf power deposited as a function of energy into the tail
was estimated and hence the energy confinement time of the high energy electrons as a
function of energy was deduced for the first time in rf current driven tokamak plasmas. The
high frequency (f=4.6 GHz) and high rf powers (P~ 300 kW) used by Alcator C (major
radius R = 64 cm, minor radius a = 16.5 cm) allowed us to make these measurements
at a comparatively high density of 3 x 1013 cm- 3 . The lower hybrid waves were launched
by two 4x4 waveguide arrays located 120' relative to each other around the torus. For
the current drive experiments described in this paper, the phases of adjacent waveguides
in each row were set at 900. The Brambilla rf power spectrum under such conditions is
concentrated between nii = ckl/w = 1 and 2.5 in the ohmic electron drift direction with
approximately 30% of the power being in the opposite (negative) direction. The negative
portion of the spectrum is concentrated at relatively high values of nil (n|| ~ 6) and is
expected to be absorbed by the bulk plasma.
As in past experiments ', the primary winding of the ohmic heating transformer was
open-circuited just before application of the rf power. Without rf power, the plasma current
decays inductively with a typical time scale of tL/R ~ 150 Ms. Upon injection of sufficiently
high rf power, the current decay is arrested and a constant current with zero loop voltage
is maintained by the waves. In such cases, the vertical equilibrium magnetic field and the
internal inductance reach a constant value after about 50 ms. Hence, after this transient
time interval, inductive effects are negligible and the toroidal current is driven by the rf
power alone. X-ray spectra are then collected for the remainder of the rf-current-driven
phase of the discharge, approximately 150 ms in duration. About 15-20 similar shots are
required to collect enough data to build up adequate spectra from which an electron tail
distribution can be reconstructed.
Typical x-ray emission data collected in this manner are shown as the points in Fig.
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1(a). The data are displayed as a function of the angle between the direction of the
x-ray emission and the magnetic axis, for four different photon energies. Zero degrees
corresponds to looking upstream into the flow of current carrying electrons. Since the
measured emission is chord averaged, the raw data from each view of the plasma had to be
corrected for the effective chord length. This required knowledge of the radial profile of the
high energy electrons, which was estimated to have the same shape as the measured radial
profile of the high energy x-ray emission '. The solid lines are the emission calculated
from a model tail distribution function. The model distribution was assumed to have a
momentum space shape independent of plasma radius. A contour plot is shown in Fig.
1(b). The model distribution function used is a "three temperature Maxwellian". The tail
has a gaussian shape and is characterized by three fitted parameters; a forward parallel
temperature, T 1F, a perpendicular temperature, T 1 , and a backward temperature Tu|B-
The terms forward and backward refer to the direction of the propagation of the low nl
lower hybrid waves. The model parameters used to fit the data are T 1F 800 ± 160
keV, and T1 = T 1B = 100 ± 20 keV. The emission data shows a clear enhancment in
the forward direction and this is reflected in the anisotropy of the deduced electron tail.
The uncertainty in the quoted model parameters is due to the sensitivity of the modeling.
Clear discrepancies appear between the measured and calculated emissions when the model
distribution parameters are varied more than 20% from their nominal values.
The sharp cutoff present in the model distribution function has been introduced to
simulate the results of detailed computer code calculations of lower hybrid current drive 6.
These calculations indicate that the high energy distribution function formed during cur-
rent drive is a very flat parallel electron plateau extending out to a sharp cutoff determined
by lower hybrid wave accessibility. Accessibility in Alcator C for the plasma conditions
under which these data were collected limit the resonant electron energies to 400 keV at
the plasma center and 800 keV in the plasma periphery. The cutoff in the model shown
in Fig. 1(b) occurs at 600 keV. This value gives the best fit to the data which cannot be
modeled adequately with a lower cutoff energy. However, almost as good a fit to the data
can be obtained if the cutoff is extended to infinity, provided the forward temperature
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is reduced to 500 keV. In spite of the uncertainty in the cutoff, for any combination of
forward temperature and cutoff energy for which the calculated emission is a good fit to
the measured data, the macroscopic properties of the tail, such as the stored energy, are
uniquely determined.
Once the momentum space shape of the energetic electron tail is deduced using the
angular x-ray emission data, the amplitude (density) is determined by requiring the tail
to carry the entire equilibrium plasma current, i.e. Ip=netoep fa( -)27rr dr, where
V=f v11 f(p d p/ f f(pJ) d'p is the first moment of the model distribution function. This
is a good assumption for the present case where the current is maintained purely by the
injected rf power. The shape of the radial profile of the high energy electrons, net(r)/neto,
is again estimated to be the same as the shape of the measured high energy x-ray profile.
The central tail density is found to be neto ~ 3.3 x 10" ±0.3 cm- 3 , which represents 0.7 %
of the central bulk density (nebo = 4.5 x 1013 cm- 3 ).
With the electron tail distribution completely determined, the properties of the tail can
be calculated. The uncertainties associated with the tail properties arise from uncertainties
in the model electron distribution parameters. The stored energy in the tail is found to be
Wt = 1.4 ± 0.3 kJ. The tail energy is comparable to the bulk energy (electrons and ions)
which for these discharges is about WB = 1.2 kJ. This estimate of the stored tail energy
should be reasonably accurate since it is the high energy electrons that contribute most
significantly to the measured x-ray spectra, from which the tail distribution, as well as the
tail energy, are determined. (In fact, the mean tail electron energy is 240 keV.) However,
the calculation of the power that the tail supplies to the bulk through collisions (between
the tail electrons and the bulk electrons and ions), PD, is not as accurate. In this case,
the integral over the electron tail involves the product of the electron kinetic energy which
varies as v2 , and the collision operator which varies as 1/v 3 . Hence, due to the 1/v nature
of the integrand, the major contribution to the dissipated power comes from relatively
low energy tail electrons. Bremsstrahlung emission from these low energy electrons is
considerably smaller than the emission from higher energy electrons. This implies that
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for low values of electron energy, the true shape of the tail could deviate from the model
shape, thereby affecting the inferred value of PD without affecting the calculated values
of neto or Wt. With this caveat, the collisionally dissipated power flowing into the bulk
plasma is calculated to be PD ~ 150 ± 15 kW. This value of the uncertainty reflects the
insensitivity of PD to changes in the model distribution parameters, which primarily affect
the high energy portion of the tail model, and may not be representative of the absolute
uncertainty of the measurement. The power emitted by the tail via cyclotron emission,
Pc, and bremsstrahlung emission, PB, are found to be small, namely, PC 16 ± 5 kW
and PB ~- 10 W, respectively.
Using these tail properties, a gross energy confinement time of TEt Wt/(PRF -
PD - Pc - PB) can be calculated. In the present experimental runs, the injected rf power
was 300 kW. Our computer code simulations of the experiment indicated that a negligible
amount of rf power is absorbed by collisions on the surface (including the inaccessible
fraction of the rf power), and that the remaining power is absorbed by the tail via quasi-
linear electron Landau interactions. Thus, the tail energy confinement time is calculated
to be rEt ~ 10 ± 2 ms. The bulk energy confinement time, rB, is calculated by taking the
ratio of the stored energy in the bulk plasma to the dissipated rf power, and is found to
be, TB = WB/PD ~ 8 ms (The energy confinement time in an ohmically driven plasma
with similar parameters is rE = 5 ms) 10.
In order to better understand the energy confinement properties of the high energy
tail, one can determine an energy confinement time for a group of tail electrons in a small
parallel momentum interval as a function of the mean parallel momentum (or corresponding
energy) of that group of electrons. The definition of this energy-dependent tail confinement
time is the same as the overall tail energy confinement time given above, except that the
various tail properties in the definition come only from a group of electrons between pgj
and pil + Apl. Note that since the region of interest is limited to a small group of electrons
in the energetic tail, as the mean energy of this group of electrons increases, the tail
distribution function for this region is known with increasing accuracy. Thus, Wt, PC,
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PB, and particularly PD actually become more accurately determined for greater electron
energy. However, the rf power input to that group of electrons is not experimentally known.
Thus, it was necessary to rely on our code simulations to determine the amount of power
damped on electrons in a given region of momentum space.
The code employs a Fokker-Planck momentum space diffusion equation to model the
behavior of the electron tail under the influence of applied rf power 6. This equation
includes an anomalous radial loss term to account for energy directly lost by the tail elec-
trons. The loss term uses an energy dependent confinement time which can be adjusted
to ensure a match between the measured and calculated current drive efficiencies for given
plasma conditions. The exact energy dependence of this tail confinement time determines,
among other things, the distribution of rf wave power absorbed by the electron tail. Thus,
this energy dependence was iteratively adjusted until it agreed with the energy confine-
ment time calculated using the experimentally determined distribution function and the
calculated rf power input. In this way, the code confinement time and the experimental
confinement time (which depends on the code for the rf power input) are consistent. How-
ever, the code has no provisions for radially diffusing the energetic resonant electrons as
they are generated by damping of the rf waves. Thus, the current profile calculated by
the code has the same shape as the rf power deposition profile, which is peaked off axis.
In spite of this non-physical current profile employed by the code, the values of Wt and
PD calculated from the code agree to within 10% of the experimentally determined values
quoted above. The experimentally determined tail energy confinement time, which uses
the rf power input from the code, is shown in Fig. 2 as solid points. The corresponding
solid line is a plot of the function rEt=TO(Vtev11)y 5 which is used by our code simulation
with ro = 10 ms. (Here, -y= 0 + (pI)/(mc) 2 + (pi /mc) 2 is the relativistic gamma factor
where (pI)=2mTi.) A similar analytic form was found to yield a good empirical fit to the
measured energy confinement time for runaway electrons in low density ohmic discharges '.
Due to the uncertainty involved in using a code simulation to determine the rf power
input to each group of electrons in the tail, we also calculated the input power analytically
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by simply using the tail distribution function determined from the x-ray emission and an
assumed form of the quasi-linear distribution coefficient (D oc 1/v3) 1, normalized to the
total rf power. The tail energy confinement time using the rf power input calculated in this
manner is shown as the open circles. The good agreement between the two confinement
times calculated in rather different ways gives confidence in the reliability of their accuracy.
Also shown in Fig. 2 is the calculated slowing down time for a fast electron, rs (dashed
line). Note that for electron energies below 100 keV, collisional slowing down dominates,
whereas at higher energies the energy confinement time is comparable to the collisional
slowing down time. However, faster electrons clearly have better confinement properties
than slower ones. Based on Fig. 2, it is not surprising that about half the input rf
power is collisionally damped on the bulk and that about half is directly lost by radial
diffusion of the tail. We would expect that at higher densities, collisional slowing down
would dominate over direct tail losses. Unfortunately, due to the significant background
radiation, the tail distribution function could not be determined at higher densities in the
present experiments. Such measurements in the future would be highly desirable in order
to determine the dissipated power in the bulk plasma, and hence directly deduce the bulk
and tail energy confinement times as a function of density in purely rf driven plasmas.
In summary, the measured bremsstrahlung emission has been used to determine the
energetic electron tail generated during lower hybrid current drive on Alcator C at a
density of h, = 3 x 101" cm- 3 . The tail distribution function was found to be highly
anisotropic, as predicted by theory, with a forward temperature about eight times larger
than the perpendicular or backward temperatures. The distribution function was used to
calculate several properties of the tail. The stored energy was found to be comparable to
that in the bulk even though the tail-to-bulk density ratio was only about 0.7%. About
half of the input rf power was collisionally dissipated on the bulk plasma. The cyclotron
power emitted by the tail was small (5% of input power), and the bremsstrahlung power
was negligible. The energy confinement time of the tail electrons was found to be slightly
larger than that of the bulk electrons, it increased with electron energy, and it exceeded the
energy confinement time of electrons in ohmically heated plasmas of comparable densities.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. - (a) X-ray emission as a function of viewing angle. The symbols are the measured
data (e=3 x 1013 cm-3, BT=8T, Ip=140 kA, Pf=300 kW, 900 phasing) and
the solid lines are the emission calculated from the model distribution function
shown in (b). (b) Contour plot of the model tail electron distribution function.
Fig. 2. - The points are the experimentally determined energy confinement time for tail
electrons with energy E, as a function of E. The solid points are determined by
using the rf power input calculated from code simulations. The open points are
determined by using the rf power input calculated analytically using the model
tail distribution function and an assumed form for the quasi-linear diffusion
coefficient (D oc 1/v'), normalized to the total rf power. Also shown is the
confinement time, TEt, used by our code simulation to determine the distribution
of rf power over the tail (solid line), and the slowing down time, rS (dashed
line).
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